


A reconstructed family in an industrial Chinese city. When the father’s hospitalizations become increasingly 
frequent and expensive, the entire family is turned upside down. The mother piles on odd jobs and struggles 
to make ends meet, the older sister decides to work in a bar in secret and Lin, the little brother, stigmatized 
by his father’s illness and rejected by his classmates escapes into a dream world, a world of fantasy.

Synopsis

From a working-class family, Wang Chao worked for a number of years at an 
important steel mill. During the same period, as he loved film, literature and 
philosophy, he wrote poems and read every film magazine he could lay his hands 
on. When he was laid off, he enrolled at the Beijing Film School and became a film 
critic. Following an article on Chen Kaige’s Yellow Earth, Wang Chao was approached 
by Kaige to become his assistant. He then went on to work on the great Chinese 
director’s Farewell My Concubine and The Emperor and the Assassin. Also a 
novelist, Chao wrote and directed his first feature The Orphan of Anyang in 2001, 
which he shot without a permit. Portraying China’s dropouts with poignancy, 
the film screened at the Directors’ Fortnight and was one of the highlights of 
the Cannes Film Festival. Wang Chao, who claims to be inspired by Bresson and 
Antonioni, shot his second feature in Inner Mongolia. The story of a guilt-ridden 
miner, Day and Night is a meditation on the socioeconomic evolution of China. The 
film was an award winner at the 2004 Nantes Festival des Trois Continents. In 2006, 
Luxury Car addressed the profound transformations affecting contemporary China 
and garnered the Un Certain Regard Award at the Cannes Film Festival.

Wang Chao’s 
biography



Interview with the director
Why DiD yOU WANT TO MAkE This FiLM? 

After shooting Anyang Orphan, in 2003 i wrote this script, whose original title was Father is ill. Ten years later, 
there has yet been no fundamental change in the real difficulties that the Chinese working class faces, and so 
i still wanted to shoot it. in addition, facing death as a universal human suffering, and reaching the internal 
transcendence beyond tragedy, were already the themes of my previous films, which is also the main motivation i 
shot this film after 10 years. During the shooting, i made a lot of important changes on this script, in order to form 
the effective tension between the surreal mental factors, its symbol and the realistic predicament.

DO yOU ThiNk ThAT ThE pRObLEMs This FAMiLy ARE FACED Up WiTh ARE vERy syMpTOMATiC OF ChiNEsE 
sOCiETy?

yes, i think so. but in this film, i paid much attention to people’s spiritual quality and the complexity of the human 
nature in the midst of suffering as before. however, compared with my previous works on similar themes, such as 
The Orphan of Anyang (2001) and Luxury Car (2006), Fantasia seems to be more spiritual. This film surpasses its 
“austere” realism, and seems to be more philosophical and poetic. it has more of a group perspective. however, it 
has its potential hero, that is that boy named Lin. via this boy reality and non reality, life and death, as well as our 
pursuit and degradation all together, form a certain spirit to safeguard our last dignity. if we can say the Mother and 
the sister  are making practical efforts to save the Father, however, this weak boy, is in his fantasia or imagination 
rather than in reality. Through his own imaginary world he saves the Father killing him, and go and look for another 
“Father” (that beard man on the ship)…The above was my preliminary step , and that is also why i named it Fantasia.
 
iT is A DARk sUbjECT bUT ThE FiLM is vERy RADiANT. COULD yOU TELL Us MORE AbOUT ThE CiNEMATOgRAphy 
OF ThE FiLM?

For the interior shots, we chose very limited lighting, to restore the reality of everyday life in low lighting mode. but, in 
dealing with the tone of the hospital ward, we particularly strengthened its cold tone of obvious green, so that when the 
last scene comes, the previous cold tone can encounter the last warm tones of fantasy, and both tones intertwined. We 
often began to work at 3 or 4 am, in order to capture the clear and fragile light at dawn before the sun rises, which formed 
a transition and contrast with the ambiguous, weak light at dusk we often captured. such transition and contrast of 
those two kinds of light implied the continuous and fragile time and life. before the shoot, the cinematographer and i 
had already decided to shoot long shots of the riverside dock and the ship, and to enhance colour saturation, in order 
to highlight the surreal quality of some plots on the riverside dock, to let them look as if it was a dream from a window. 
instead, except for the riverside dock, at home, factory, street, school (…), all are moving shots on the shoulder, along 
with slightly shaking static shots with breathing also on the shoulder, which appear in face of the Father’s increasingly 
serious disease and upcoming death, the inner turbulence and crisis happened to each member in this family. The two 
kinds of different lens systems met and intertwined in the Father’s ward, which shows the fantasy of the young boy Lin: 
killing the Father is the Father’s rebirth. The active and the static, the bright and the dark, the cold and the warm, life 
and death, the boundary between the two gradually disappeared in the fusion of hope and despair.
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